Suppose that G is a non-trivial torsion-free group and w is a word in the alphabet G U fx G1 1 ; . . . ; x G1 n g such that the word w 0 A F ðx 1 ; . . . ; x n Þ obtained from w by erasing all letters belonging to G is not a proper power in the free group F ðx 1 ; . . . ; x n Þ. We show how to reduce the study of the relative presentation b G G ¼ hG; x 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x n j w ¼ 1i to the case n ¼ 1. It turns out that any such 'n-variable' group b G G can be obtained from similar 'one-variable' groups by using an explicit construction similar to the wreath product. As an illustration, we prove that, for n d 2, the centre of b G G is always trivial. For n ¼ 1, the centre of b G G is also almost always trivial; there are several exceptions, and all of them are known.
Introduction
Let G be a group. A group given by a one-relator relative presentation over G is a group of the form b G G ¼ hG; x 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x n j w ¼ 1i ¼ def G Ã F ðx 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x n Þ=5w6:
Here x 1 ; . . . ; x n are some letters (not belonging to G) and w is a word in the alphabet G U fx G1 1 ; . . . ; x G1 n g; such a word can be considered as an element of the free product G Ã F ðx 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x n Þ of G and the free group with basis x 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x n . In other words, the presentation of the group b G G is obtained from a presentation G ¼ hA j Ri of G by adding several new generators and one new relator: b G G ¼ hA U fx 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x n g j R U fwgi.
Such groups b G G are natural generalizations of one-relator groups and they have been studied by many authors (see, e.g., [2] , [7] , [11] , [16] , [19] , and the references therein). To obtain meaningful results, it is necessary to impose constraints on the group G and/or the relation w. In this paper, we assume only two restrictions:
(a) the group G is torsion-free;
(b) the word w A G Ã F ðx 1 ; x 2 ; . . .Þ is such that the word w 0 A F ðx 1 ; x 2 ; . . .Þ obtained from w by erasing coe‰cients belonging to G is not a proper power1 in the free group F ðx 1 ; x 2 ; . . .Þ.
The same situation was considered in [15] , [16] and [17] (and also in [6] , [8] , [9] , [13] and [14] in the case n ¼ 1).
The main result of this paper (Theorem 3) shows how to reduce the study of the groups b G G to the case n ¼ 1. It turns out that the 'n-variable' group b G G can be obtained from similar 'one-variable' groups by using an explicit construction that involves free iterated amalgamated products (see Section 3) and amalgamated semidirect products (see Section 4) .
This structural theorem (Theorem 3) may have a number of applications. One application is considered in this paper. Namely, we study the centre of the group b G G. First, we consider the case n ¼ 1, i.e., the following situation. Let G be a torsionfree group. Suppose that the group e G G is obtained from G by adding one generator and one unimodular relator, i.e., a relator with exponent sum one:
where w 1 g 1 t e 1 . . . g q t e q ; g i A G; e i A Z and P e i ¼ 1:
In this case, we say that the group e G G is given by a unimodular relative presentation over G. It is known that e G G inherits some properties of the initial group G. In particular, the abelianizations of these groups are isomorphic: G=½G; G F e G G=½ e G G; e G G;
G embeds (naturally) into e G G; see [13] (and also [8] ); therefore e G G is non-trivial if G is non-trivial, e G G is non-abelian if G is non-abelian, etc.2; e G G (as well as G) is torsion-free; see [9] ; e G G is non-simple if G is non-simple; see [14] ;
the Tits alternative holds for e G G (i.e., e G G either contains a non-abelian free subgroup or is virtually solvable) provided that it holds for G; see [17] .
In this paper, we establish yet another property of this kind: the centre of e G G is either trivial or isomorphic to the centre of the initial group G.
More precisely, we prove the following theorem. 1 We call an element h of a group H a proper power if there exists an element h 0 A H and an integer k d 2 such that h ¼ ðh 0 Þ k . In particular, the identity element is a proper power: 1 ¼ 1 2 .
2 However, the natural mapping G ! e G G is never surjective, except in the case when w 1 gt; see [6] . Theorem 1. If G is a torsion-free group and the word w A G Ã hti y is unimodular, then the centre of the group e G G ¼ hG; t j w ¼ 1i is trivial, except in the following two cases:
(1) w 1 gtg 0 , where g; g 0 A G (and so e G G F G), and the centre of G is non-trivial;
(2) the group G is cyclic and e G G is a one-relator group with non-trivial centre.
One-relator groups with non-trivial centre have been well studied (see for example [1] , [20] , [21] ). The centre of each such group is infinite cyclic (except when the entire group is free abelian of rank 2; this case is impossible in our situation). The simplest non-obvious example of a unimodular presentation with non-trivial centre is the braid group on three strands e
The centre of this group is generated by ðgtÞ 3 .
In general, calculations in the group e G G are di‰cult, because the word problem in this group is not solved (so far). For example, the natural method of finding the centre by the formula centre of e G G ¼ ðcentralizer of GÞ V ðcentralizer of tÞ cannot be used because we cannot calculate these centralizers, so to find the centre we need some manoeuvres. The proof of Theorem 1 is not long, but it is heavily based on results from [14] . Next, we pass to the 'multivariable' case. In fact, we consider a more general situation. In [15] , we proposed a generalization of the notion of unimodularity to the case when the word w is an element of the free product of a group G and any (i.e., not necessarily cyclic) group T. In this paper, we need a more general definition. We say that a word w 1 g 1 t 1 . . . g q t q A G Ã T is generalized unimodular if (1) Q t i 0 1, and the group T is torsion-free;
(2) the cyclic subgroup h Q t i i of T is a free factor of some normal subgroup
(3) the quotient group T=R is a group with the strong unique-product property.
Recall that a group H is called a UP-group, or a group with the unique-product property, if the product XY of any two finite non-empty subsets X ; Y J H contains at least one element which decomposes uniquely into the product of an element from X and an element from Y . It was conjectured that any torsion-free group is UP (the converse is, obviously, true). However, it turns out that there exist counter-examples (see [22] , [23] ).
We say that a group H has the strong unique product property if the product XY of any two finite non-empty subsets X ; Y J H such that jY j d 2 contains at least two uniquely decomposable elements x 1 y 1 and x 2 y 2 such that x 1 ; x 2 A X , y 1 ; y 2 A Y , and y 1 0 y 2 .
As far as we know, all known examples of UP-groups have the strong UPproperty. In particular, all right orderable groups, locally indicable groups, and di¤use groups in the sense of Bowditch have the strong UP property.
The main examples of generalized unimodular presentations are groups of the form
where the word w A G Ã F ðx 1 ; x 2 ; . . .Þ is such that the word w 0 A F ðx 1 ; x 2 ; . . .Þ obtained from w by erasing all coe‰cients belonging to G is not a proper power in the free group F ðx 1 ; x 2 ; . . .Þ.
Indeed, suppose that the word w has the form w 1 g 1 x e 1 j 1 g 2 x e 2 j 2 . . . g q x e q j q and w 0 A F ðx 1 ; . . . ; x n Þ is obtained from w by erasing all coe‰cients:
By the Brodskii theorem [4] , if the element w 0 is not a proper power in the free group F ðx 1 ; . . . ; x n Þ, then T 1 is locally indicable and, hence, has the strong UP property. By the Cohen-Lyndon theorem [5] , the element w 0 is a primitive element of the free subgroup 5w 0 6 of T. Thus, the word w, considered as an element of the free product G Ã T, is generalized unimodular.
In Section 5, we prove our main result, Theorem 3. As a corollary of this structural theorem, in Section 6, we obtain the following fact generalizing Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. Suppose that G and T are torsion-free groups and a cyclically reduced word w ¼ g 1 t 1 . . . g q t q A G Ã T is generalized unimodular. Then
(2) if the centre of b G G is non-trivial and G is non-cyclic, then q ¼ 1 and either (i) t 1 A ZðTÞ and
T is a free product of G and T with amalgamated cyclic subgroups) or (ii) the group T is cyclic (in this case, T ¼ ht 1 i and b G G F GÞ.
This theorem implies a multivariable analogue of Theorem 1.
Corollary 1. Suppose that G is a non-trivial torsion-free group and w A G Ã F ðx 1 ; x 2 ; . . .Þ is a word such that the word w 0 A F ðx 1 ; x 2 ; . . .Þ obtained from w by erasing all coe‰cients belonging to G is not a proper power in the free group F ðx 1 ; x 2 ; . . .Þ. Then
(1) (see [15] ) the natural mapping G ! b G G ¼ hG; x 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x n j w ¼ 1i is injective;
(2) if n d 2, then the centre of b G G is trivial.
Proof. If G is non-cyclic, the assertion follows immediately from Theorem 2. If G is cyclic, then b G G is a one-relator group with at least three generators; the triviality of the centres of such groups is well known; see [20] . r These results on the centre of b G G are not surprising. However, they easily imply the Kervaire-Laudenbach conjecture for torsion-free groups [13] , i.e., the non-triviality of each group of the form
where H is a non-trivial torsion-free group and w is any word in the alphabet H U ft G1 g. Indeed, if the group e H H ¼ hH; t j w ¼ 1i is trivial, then w must be unimodular (otherwise, e H H admits an epimorphism onto a non-trivial cyclic group). Therefore, the group [13] .
Other theorems on the centres of one-relator relative presentations can be found in [3] and [19] . A di¤erent 'strong non-commutativity' property of such presentations was proven in [16] : if G is a non-trivial torsion-free group and n d 2, then the group hG; x 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x n j w ¼ 1i is always SQ-universal.
Our notation is mainly standard. Note only that if k A Z, x and y are elements of a group, and j is a homomorphism from this group to another group, then x y , x ky , x Ày , x j , x kj , and x Àj denote y À1 xy, y À1 x k y, y À1 x À1 y, jðxÞ, jðx k Þ, and jðx À1 Þ, respectively; the commutator ½x; y is understood to be x À1 y À1 xy. If X is a subset of a group, then hX i, 5X 6, and CðX Þ denote the subgroup generated by X , the normal subgroup generated by X , and the centralizer of X , respectively. The centre of a group G is denoted by ZðGÞ. The symbol jX j denotes the cardinality of a set X . The letters Z and N denote the set of integers and the set of positive integers, respectively.
Howie diagrams
In this section, we recall (following [14] ) some facts concerning diagrams introduced in [10] . The only new result of this section is Lemma 3.
Throughout this paper, the term 'surface' means 'closed oriented two-dimensional surface'.
A map M on a surface S is a finite set of continuous mappings fm i : D i ! Sg, where D i is a compact oriented two-dimensional disk, called the ith face, or cell, of the map; the boundary of each face D i is partitioned into finitely many intervals e ij H qD i , called the pre-edges of the map, by a non-empty set of points c ij A qD i , called the corners of the map. The images of the corners m i ðc ij Þ and pre-edges m i ðe ij Þ are called the vertices and edges of the map, respectively. It is assumed that (1) the restriction of m i to the interior of each face D i is a homeomorphic embedding preserving orientation, and the restriction of m i to each pre-edge is a homeomorphic embedding;
(2) di¤erent edges do not intersect;
(3) the images of the interiors of di¤erent faces do not intersect;
Sometimes we interpret a map M as a continuous mapping M : ' D i ! S from a discrete union of disks onto the surface.
The union of all vertices and edges of a map is a graph on the surface, called the 1-skeleton.
We say that a corner c is a corner at a vertex v if MðcÞ ¼ v. There is a natural cyclic order on the set of all corners at a vertex v; we call two corners at v adjacent if they are neighboring with respect to this order.
By abuse of language, we say that a point or a subset of the surface is contained in a face D i if it lies in the image of m i . Similarly, we say that a face D i is contained in some subset X J S of the surface S if MðD i Þ J X . Figure 1 presents a map on the sphere with five faces A, B, C, D, and E, 18 corners a i , b i , c i , d i , and e i , six vertices, nine edges, and 18 pre-edges. Note that the number of corners always equals the number of pre-edges and is twice the number of edges, and the value eðSÞ ¼ def ðnumber of verticesÞ À ðnumber of edgesÞ þ ðnumber of facesÞ does not depend on the choice of a map on the surface S and is called the Euler characteristic of this surface. The Euler characteristic of the sphere (the only surface of real interest in this paper) is 2. Suppose that we have a map M on a surface S, with the corners of the map labelled by elements of a group H, and the edges oriented (in the figures, we draw arrows on the edges) and labelled by elements of a set ft 1 ; t 2 ; . . .g disjoint from the group H. The label of a corner or an edge x is denoted by lðxÞ.
The label of a vertex v of such a map is defined by the formula
where c 1 ; . . . ; c k are all corners at v listed clockwise. The label of a vertex is an element of the group H determined up to conjugacy.
For instance, the label of the uppermost vertex in Figure 1 is lðb 3 Þlðc 2 Þlðd 1 Þ.
The label of a face D is defined by the formula
where e 1 ; . . . ; e k and c 1 ; . . . ; c k are all pre-edges and all corners of D listed anticlockwise, the endpoints of e i are c iÀ1 and c i (subscripts are modulo k), and e i ¼ G1 depending on whether the homeomorphism M : e i ! Mðe i Þ preserves or reverses orientation. Simply speaking, to obtain the label of a face, we should go around its boundary anticlockwise, writing out the labels of all corners and edges that we meet, and the label of an edge traversed against the arrow should be raised to the power À1.
The label of a face is an element of the group H Ã F ðt 1 ; t 2 ; . . .Þ (the free product of H and the free group with basis ft 1 ; t 2 ; . . .g) determined up to a cyclic permutation. More precisely, the right-hand side of our formula for lðDÞ is called the label of the face D written starting with the pre-edge e 1 .
For instance, if the label of each edge in Figure 1 is t, then the label of the face B written starting with the pre-edge a is
Such a labelled map is called a Howie diagram (or simply diagram) over a relative presentation
(1) some vertices and faces are separated out and called exterior, and the remaining vertices and faces are called interior;
(2) the label of each interior face is a cyclic permutation of one of the words w G1 i ; (3) the label of each interior vertex is the identity element of H.
A diagram is said to be reduced if it contains no edge e such that both faces containing e are interior, these faces are di¤erent and their labels written starting with the M-preimages of e are mutually inverse; such a pair of faces with a common edge is called a reducible pair. For example, the faces C and E in Figure 1 form a reducible pair if lðc 0 Þ ¼ lðe 0 Þ, lðc 1 Þ ¼ lðe 2 Þ, lðc 2 Þ ¼ lðe 1 Þ and all edges have the same label.
The following lemma is an analogue of the van Kampen lemma for relative presentations.
Lemma 1 ([10]
). The natural mapping from a group H to the group with relative presentation ( * ) is non-injective if and only if there exists a spherical diagram over this presentation with no exterior faces and a single exterior vertex whose label is not 1 in G. A minimal (with respect to the number of faces) such diagram is reduced. If this natural mapping is injective, then we have the following equivalence: the image of an element u A H Ã F ðt 1 ; t 2 ; . . .Þnf1g is 1 in the group ( * ) if and only if there exists a spherical diagram over this presentation without exterior vertices and with a single exterior face with label u. A minimal (with respect to the number of faces) such diagram is also reduced.
Diagrams on the sphere with a single exterior face and no exterior vertices are also called disk diagrams; the boundary of the exterior face of such a diagram is called the contour of the diagram.
Let j : P ! P j be an isomorphism between two subgroups of a group H. A relative presentation of the form
is called a j-presentation. A diagram over a j-presentation ( ** ) is called j-reduced if it is reduced and di¤erent interior cells with labels of the form p t p Àj , where p A P, have no common edges.
). A minimal (with respect to the number of faces) diagram among all spherical diagrams over a given j-presentation without exterior faces and with a single exterior vertex with non-trivial label is j-reduced. If no such diagrams exists, then a minimal diagram among all disk diagrams with a given label of contour is j-reduced.
In other words, the complete j-analogue of Lemma 1 is valid.
The idea of the proof is shown in Figure 2 .
A relative presentation (j-presentation) over which there exists no reduced (respectively, j-reduced) spherical diagrams with no exterior faces and a single exterior vertex is called aspherical (respectively, j-aspherical ).
Lemma 3.
Suppose that H is a group, that v A H Ã F ðt 1 ; t 2 ; . . .Þ is a word that is not a proper power in H Ã F ðt 1 ; t 2 ; . . .Þ, and that l a positive integer such that v l is not conjugate in H Ã F ðt 1 ; t 2 ; . . .Þ to any element of H U fw G1 i g. Suppose also that the presentation
obtained from the presentation ( * ) by adding the relation v l ¼ 1 is aspherical (or jaspherical, if the initial presentation ( * ) is a j-presentation). Then (1) in the group K with presentation ( * ), the centralizer of the element v k coincides with the cyclic group hvi for any positive integer k;
(2) if the group H is non-trivial, then the centre of the group K is trivial.
Proof. The first assertion is proven by standard argument. First, we can assume that k ¼ l, because Cðv k Þ J Cðv kl Þ and because the asphericity of the presentation L implies that of the presentation
Structure of one-relator relative presentations and their centres for each positive integer k (because a cell with label w k can be transformed into k cells with labels w; see [2] ). Consider a word u commuting with v l in the group K and a disk diagram over the presentation ( * ) with contours labelled by ½u; v l . Let us glue together segments of the contour of this diagram to obtain an annulus A with contours labelled by v l and v Àl (if necessary, we add cells, whose boundary labels equal 1 in H Ã F ðt 1 ; t 2 ; . . .Þ). Attaching two new cells G þ and G À to the annulus A along the contours, we obtain a spherical diagram D over the presentation L without external vertices and faces. This diagram has the following properties (see Figure 3 ):
(a) the label of the face G G written starting with some point p G A qG G is v Gl ;
(b) the labels of the other faces belong to fw G1 i g U f1g; (c) the points p þ and p À are joined by a path p with label u;
(d) the point p þ is joined with some point p 0 À A qG À by a path p 0 whose label equals 1 in the free product H Ã F ðt 1 ; t 2 ; . . .Þ, and the label of the cell G À written starting with the point p 0 À is v Àl . The last property follows from the asphericity of the presentation L: in the diagram D and in all diagrams obtained from D by reductions (eliminations of reducible pairs), the cell G þ can form a reducible pair only with the cell G À .
Properties (a) and (d) and the condition that v is not a proper power imply that the segment s of the boundary of G À between the points p À and p 0 À has label v i . It remains to note that the path ps is homotopic in the annulus A ¼ DnfG G g to a path of the form p 0 d j , where d is a path with label v Àl around the cell G À starting and ending at p 0 À . This homotopy implies that the label u of the path p equals v ÀljÀi in the group K. This proves the first assertion the lemma. Let us prove the second assertion. According to assertion (1), the centre of K must be contained in the cyclic group hvi. Applying once again assertion (1) to a hypothetical central element of the form v k , we obtain K ¼ hvi. Therefore, v ks ¼ h for some s A N and h A H. This contradicts the (j-)asphericity of the presentation L. r 2 Proof of Theorem 1
In [14] , we showed that the group e G G always (with some obvious exceptions) admits a relative (j-)presentation which is (j-)aspherical and remains so after adding some additional relation. By virtue of Lemma 3, this implies Theorem 1. More precisely, the proof decomposes into two cases.
Case 1. Suppose that w has the form ct Q m i¼0 ðb i a t i Þ ¼ 1, where c; a i ; b i A G (i.e., the complexity of w does not exceed 1 in the terminology of [9] ).
Lemma 4 ([14, Lemma 23]
). If G is a torsion-free group and m d 0, then there exists some d A f2; 3g for which the presentation
is aspherical for any elements a; b A G such that a 2 B ha m i and b 2 B hb 0 i.
If G 2 ¼ def fg 2 ; g A Gg U ha m i and G 2 U hb 0 i, then the assertion of Theorem 1 follows from Lemmata 3 and 4. To complete the proof, it remains to apply the following simple fact, which we leave to the reader as an exercise.
Lemma 5. If G is a torsion-free group and hG 2 i is cyclic then G is cyclic.
Case 2. Suppose that w is not conjugate to a word of the form ct Q m i¼0 ðb i a t i Þ ¼ 1 (i.e. the complexity of w is higher than one in the terminology of [9] ).
In this case, the assertion of Theorem 1 follows immediately from Lemma 3 and the following two lemmata.
Lemma 6 ([14, Lemma 2]; see also [8] , [13] ). The group e G G has a relative presentation of the form
where a i ; b i ; c A H, P and P j are isomorphic subgroups of H, and j : P ! P j is an isomorphism. The groups H, P and P j are free products of finitely many isomorphic copies of G. If the word w is not conjugate in G Ã hti y to a word of the form ct Q m i¼0 ðb i a t i Þ, then the groups P and P j are non-trivial.
Lemma 7 ([14, Lemma 10] ). If G is a non-cyclic torsion-free group and P 0 f1g in the presentation ð1Þ, then there exist elements a; b A H such that the presentation
Theorem 1 is proven. In the rest of this paper, we study generalized unimodular presentations.
Free iterated amalgamated products
This section is an extended version of a similar section of [16] .
Let fM j ; j A Jg be a family of groups. We define a group M J , a (strict) free iterated amalgamated product (FIAP) of the groups M j , by induction as follows:
if J is a finite non-empty set, then a (strict) FIAP of the family fM j ; j A Jg is any amalgamated free product of the form
where j 0 is an element of J, M Jnf j 0 g is a (strict) FIAP of the family fM j ; j A Jnf j 0 gg, and j : H ! H j is an isomorphism between a (proper) subgroup H J M j 0 and some subgroup H j J M Jnf j 0 g ; if the set J is infinite, then a (strict) FIAP of the family fM j ; j A Jg is a direct limit
where M K is a (strict) FIAP of the family groups fM j ; j A Kg; for each pair of finite subsets K H K 0 H J, there is a homomorphism M K ! M K 0 which is the identity on the groups M j , where j A K; the direct limit is taken over this family of homomorphisms.
Remark. The definition of a strict FIAP requires that the amalgamated subgroup H is proper only in one factor, in M j 0 . Therefore, any non-trivial group G can be decomposed into a strict FIAP: G ¼ f1g Ã G (while the trivial group is a strict FIAP of the empty family of groups). Similarly, if a group G is a union of a strictly increasing chain of subgroups, i.e., G ¼ 6 G i , where G 1 H G 2 H Á Á Á , then G decomposes into a strict FIAP of the groups G i .
Let I be a set, and let W be a family of subsets of I . For each i A I , let G i be a group, and for each o A W, let G o be a quotient of the free product ÃiAo G i :
It is natural to ask under what conditions the natural mappings
are injective, and under what conditions G I is a free iterated amalgamated product of the groups G o . The following proposition gives some su‰cient conditions for this question to have a positive answer.
for each o A W and each i A onð7 WÞ. Suppose also that, for each finite subfamily F J W with jF j d 2, there exist elements min; max A 6 F such that
(1) the element min belongs to precisely one set o min A F ;
(2) the element max belongs to precisely one set o max A F ;
Then all of the natural mappings j o : G o ! G I are injective and the group G I is a free iterated amalgamated product of groups G o . If, in addition,
for each o A W and each i A onð7 WÞ, then the free iterated amalgamated product is strict. Let A; . . . ; F be the corresponding six groups G i , and let ABDE, BCEF, and DEF be the three groups G o . It is easy to see that conditions (1), (2) and (3) hold for the family W and each of its two-set subfamilies. Suppose that condition ( *** ) holds too. Then the validity of Proposition 2 (for this example) is implied by the following decomposition of G I into an amalgamated free product:
BCEF:
To prove Proposition 1 in the general case, we need a lemma. 
Let us use induction on the cardinality of W 0 . If jW 0 j ¼ 1 (i.e., W 0 ¼ fog), then the assertion of Lemma 8 is true by condition ( *** ). Suppose that jW 0 j d 2. In this case, according to conditions (1), (2), and (3), the family F ¼ W 0 contains a set o 0 0 o that has an element m A o 0 not belonging to 6ðW 0 nfo 0 gÞ.
By the inductive hypothesis (applied to the set o 0 as o and the family W 0 nfo 0 g as W 0 ), the groups
freely generate their free product in the group G W 0 nfo 0 g . But according to condition ( *** ), the same groups G i with i A b freely generate their free product in the group G o 0 (because o 0 contains an element m not belonging to b). Therefore, the group G W 0 decomposes into the amalgamated free product of G W 0 nfo 0 g and G o 0 with amalgamated subgroup ÃiAb G i . The groups G i with i A a lie in the factor G W 0 nfo 0 g . Therefore, the assertion of Lemma 8 follows from the inductive hypothesis applied to the set o and the family W 0 nfo 0 g as W 0 .
In this case, the proof is similar. We again use induction on the cardinality of W 0 . If W 0 ¼ q, then we have nothing to prove. Suppose that jW 0 j d 1. In this case, according to conditions (1), (2) , and (3), the family F ¼ W 0 U fog contains a set o 0 0 o with an element m A o 0 not lying in 6ðF nfo 0 gÞ (see Figure 4 ).
freely generate their free product in the group G W 0 nfo 0 g . Therefore, the groups
freely generate their product in the group
But condition ( *** ) implies that the same groups G i with i A g freely generate their free product in G o 0 (because o 0 contains an element m not belonging to g). Therefore, the group G W 0 decomposes into the amalgamated free product of the groups H and G o 0 :
The groups G i with i A a lie in the factor H. Therefore, by the inductive hypothesis applied to the set o and the family W 0 nfo 0 g as W 0 , the groups G i with Figure 4 .
Structure of one-relator relative presentations and their centres
i A a V ð6ðW 0 nfo 0 gÞ freely generate their free product in G W 0 nfo 0 g . This immediately implies that the groups G i with subscripts i A a freely generate their free product in H and, hence, in the group G W 0 , which contains H as a subgroup. Lemma 8 is proven. r
Proof of Proposition 1. Clearly, it is su‰cient to prove Proposition 1 for a finite family W of cardinality larger than one. In this case,
and G W decomposes into the amalgamated free product
where the amalgamated subgroup K is (by virtue of Lemma 8) the free product of the groups G i with i A o min V 6ðWnfo min gÞ. An obvious inductive argument completes the proof. r
In what follows, we need a property of free iterated amalgamated products.
Proposition 2. Suppose that a group M J is a strict free iterated amalgamated product of finitely generated groups M j , where j A J. Then Proof. Let us prove the first assertion. Suppose that M i ¼ M k , where i and k are distinct elements of J. The group M i is finitely generated; hence, the equality M i ¼ M k holds in a FIAP M P of a finite family of groups whose direct limit is the group M J . Here P is a finite set containing i and k. Now, let us use induction on the cardinality of P. The group M P decomposes into an amalgamated product
The subgroup H is a proper subgroup of M p 0 by the definition of the strict FIAP. Therefore, M p 0 can coincide with no subgroup of M Pnf p 0 g . In particular, i 0 p 0 0 k. But then the equality M i ¼ M k holds in the group M Pnf p 0 g . Applying the inductive hypothesis, we complete the proof of the first assertion.
The second assertion is proven similarly. Suppose that h A hM j 1 ; . . . ; M j l i. Consider the equalities
The groups M j are finitely generated; hence, these equalities hold in a FIAP M P of a finite family of groups whose limit is M J . Here, P is a finite set containing j 1 ; . . . ; j l and k 1 ; . . . ; k l . Let us use induction on the cardinality of P. The group M P decomposes into an amalgamated product
The subgroup H is a proper subgroup in M p 0 by the definition of a strict FIAP. Moreover, we can assume that H is a proper subgroup of M Pnf p 0 g , because otherwise the element h belongs to M p 0 and we have nothing to prove.
If p 0 B f j 1 ; . . . ; j l ; k 1 ; . . . ; k l g, then h A M Pnf p 0 g and the above equalities hold in the group M Pnf p 0 g , so that the assertion can be proven by the inductive hypothesis.
If p 0 ¼ j i , then the group ðM p 0 Þ h either lies in the factor M Pnf p 0 g or coincides with M p 0 (depending on whether or not k i and j i are equal). Standard properties of free amalgamated products imply that the first case is impossible, and the second case is possible only if h A M p 0 . The case p 0 ¼ k i is handled similarly: we repeat the argument of the preceding paragraph replacing h by h À1 . Proposition 2 is proven. r Remark. It can be shown that Proposition 2 becomes false if we remove from the hypotheses either the strictness of the FIAP or the finite generation of the factors.
Amalgamated semidirect products
Suppose that a group A acts on a group B by automorphisms via j : A ! Aut B, and N / A and N c J B are isomorphic subgroups of A and B such that N is normal in A and the isomorphism c : N ! N c is consistent with the action j, i.e., ðn a Þ c ¼ ðn c Þ a j and b n j ¼ b n c for all a A A; b A B; and n A N:
Consider the semidirect product A C B corresponding to the action j, i.e., the group consisting of the formal products ab multiplied by the formula
The elements of the form nn Àc , where n A N, constitute a subgroup in A C B:
ðnn Àc Þðn 1 n Àc 1 Þ ¼ ðnn 1 Þððn Àc Þ n j 1 n Àc 1 Þ ¼ ðnn 1 Þððn Àc Þ n c 1 n Àc 1 Þ ¼ ðnn 1 Þððn À1 Þ n 1 n À1 1 Þ c ¼ ðnn 1 Þðnn 1 Þ Àc ;
ðnn Àc Þ À1 ¼ n c n À1 ¼ n À1 ðn c Þ n Àj ¼ n À1 ðn c Þ n Àc ¼ n À1 ðn n À1 Þ c ¼ n À1 n c :
This subgroup is normal:
ðnn Àc Þ a ¼ n a ðn Àc Þ a j ¼ n a ðn Àa Þ c ¼ n a ðn a Þ Àc ;
The semidirect product of the groups B and A (with respect to j) with amalgamated (by c) subgroups N and N c is the quotient group
Clearly, this group contains A and B as subgroups and is the product of these subgroups; the subgroup B is normal and A V B ¼ N.
5 The structure of the group b G G Let G and T be torsion-free groups and let w ¼ g 1 t 1 . . . g q t q A G Ã T be a cyclically reduced generalized unimodular word, which means that Y t i ¼ t A hti y Ã S ¼ R / T and T=R is a group with strong UP property:
We study the group
First, we describe the main idea of our approach. The group G Ã T decomposes into the amalgamated semidirect product
The normal closure 5G; R6 of G Ã R in G Ã T decomposes, in its turn, into the free product
where X 1 is a finite subset of T=R:
The group 5G; R6 can be considered as a FIAP of the groups L x 1 , where x A T=R. The generalized unimodularity guarantees that a similar decomposition remains valid for the quotient by the normal closure of w. The reason is that the quotient of L x 1 by the normal closure of w x has an (ordinary) unimodular relative presentation over the group
The details of these arguments are as follows. Let us decompose T into a union of cosets with respect to the subgroup R:
T ¼ a
x A T=R c x R; where c 1 ¼ 1;
and write the relation
where r i A R, x i ¼ t i t iþ1 . . . t q R, and c x i r i ¼ t i t iþ1 . . . t q . Let X 1 be the set of all x i A T=R that occur in relation (2) . For each x A T=R, consider an isomorphic copy G ðc x Þ of the group G (assuming that the isomorphism maps each element g A G to the element g ðc x Þ A G ðc x Þ ). Take also an isomorphic copy R ¼ hti y Ã S of the group R ¼ hti y Ã S. We set and the right action j : T ! Aut L of the group T on L:
where x A T, y A T=R, and the element a A R is uniquely determined by the equality c y x ¼ c yx a.
For each x A T=R, we set (2) The group e According to Proposition 2, this equality can hold only for z ¼ zy A T=R. This implies that y A R and fy A ZðKÞ. Applying Proposition 2 once again, we see that fy A Zð e H H z Þ for some z A T=R. To complete the proof, it remains to recall that, according to Theorem 1, the centre of e H H z F e H H 1 can be non-trivial only if H 1 is cyclic, which contradicts the assumption that G is non-cyclic since G F G ð1Þ J H 1 .
